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                Best NFT Artworks

                
                NFT means Non-Fungible Token, a crypto-asset that cannot be replaced by another token on the blockchain. NFT is a means of digital tokenization of existing assets such as artworks, real estate, and games, and is based on blockchain. Since all relevant information such as ownership and sales history is stored on the blockchain, it is impossible to forge because the first issuer can be checked at any time. In other words, NFT is a digital certificate that certifies who owns a particular asset. Anyone can view images of the work online, but only those who purchase it through NFT can claim ownership. Recently, works of art using NFT have been traded at high prices, and the original artist is also drawing attention from tax prices.  An NFT artist Beeple created “Everydays: The First 5000 Days”, a compilation of all paintings drawn daily for 5,000 days, from May 2007 to November 2020, and uploaded on the internet. Beeple posted a series of “Everydays” works on the NFT exchange Nifty Gateway, which was sold at a high price. NFT works have gained much attention in the past six months, and Beeple’s work was sold for $69.34 million (about KRW 78.5 billion) at Christie’s, an auction house in the U.S., in the evening of March 11. People appreciate this value, since 14 years of creation were condensed in this work.   Alana Edgington(35) is also an artist who has gained new attention as an NFT. When Alana first put her work on the NFT auction, her 16 pieces were sold for 100,000 Canadian dollars, of which “ETHical” was sold for about 17,000 dollars. Although she has been doing art all her life, she has never been able to hang his work in a gallery due to her introverted personality and she raised three children by moving around to other jobs. Alana, who was studying for a horticultural degree, was able to pay off her credit card debt and even move to a larger house after the auction.   South Korean pop artist Marie Kim is also the first artist in South Korea to draw attention to NFT work. Marie Kim introduced “Missing and found” (2021), which started with 50 million won for the first time and was sold to a Korean collector for 288 Ethereum (about 600 million won). Marie Kim, well-known for her “Big-Eyed” work, said the biggest advantage of NFT through the auction is that “even digital works without real life can be sold clearly.” Existing videos can be watched at a cost because they are not real, but sales are practically difficult. However, the NFT will be able to expand not only the artworks but also the movie and music markets.   The public is enthusiastic about the potential that the NFT currently has. With the rapid digital transformation of many industries and the adoption of blockchain technology in large quantities, people are paying attention to the possibility of digital works into visible forms. Many artists are drawing attention in the NFT space, and we look forward to promoting the art market through the NFT.  Original Contenthttps://medium.com/d-labofficial/best-nft-artworks-94bbdcab744c   D.LAB의 모든 포스팅은 투자를 유도하거나 권장하는 것이 아니며 D.lab에 의해 행해진 투자 행위에 대하여 어떠한 책임도 지지 않는 점 참고 부탁드립니다.All information from D.lab does not induce or encourage any cryptocurrency investment, and D.lab does not take any responsibility for the investment activities.[D.LAB Official Websites????]Homepage: http://ducato.ioTelegram: https://t.me/D_LABofficialTwitter: https://twitter.com/DLAB_OfficialFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/DLab_official-107039304765733 
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                Top5 Best DeFi Coins

                
                DeFi (Decentralized finance) refers to decentralized finance based on blockchain technology and aims to replace the roles of existing financial institutions with cryptocurrency through blockchain to enable all financial transactions such as payments, remittances, deposits, loans, and investments. It refers to receiving a certain amount of loans with cryptocurrency as collateral or providing other collateral and borrowing cryptocurrency. At this point, all financial services do not require intermediaries because they are automatically done through smart contracts.Due to these advantages of DeFi, many DeFi projects can be easily found, and the total amount of DeFi-related coins can be found on the DeFi tab of the CoinMarketCap website. Today, I would like to briefly introduce the most representative DeFi coins.    UNI(Uniswap Coin)UNI Coin is a token created by Uniswap, a decentralized exchange (DEX). Unlike conventional exchanges, transactions are carried out in a P2P manner without intermediaries. Uniswap is an Ethereum-based protocol designed to facilitate automatic exchange transactions between Ethereum and ERC-20 tokens. UNI coins can also be exchanged with ERC-20 tokens on the Ethereum ecosystem.  CHAINLINKCHAINLINK is a decentralized Oracle network that consists of data buyers and providers. It aims to link smart contracts with real-world data (data buyers and providers) and is an ERC-20 token based on the Ethereum blockchain, such as UNI. It is a utility digital asset used as a means of payment to use data network services.  DAIDAI is a stable coin with Ethereum as collateral, valued at $1. If Ethereum is deposited as collateral, it will be eligible to issue a new DAI coin. DAI can be used on DApp(Decentralized Application) service platforms. It has a variety of use cases, such as UNICEF, receiving DAI as donations. It is mainly used for remittance and payment rather than for investment and can be used for Yield Farming or other DeFi functions.  Maker TokenMaker is an Ethereum-based blockchain platform, and Maker token is a cryptocurrency used for a cryptocurrency mortgage method of ‘stable coin-Dai (DAI)’, to pay loan fees. It can be used to make decisions about significant changes in the system or to exercise the right to vote. Although it is sensitive to price fluctuations because it is not a stable coin, it can contribute to the price stabilization of DAI.  CAKEPancake swap exchanges BEP-20 tokens to Binance Smart Chain (BSC)-based decentralized exchanges. When a user supplies liquidity to a pool using the automated market maker 9AMM model, the user receives CAKE coins as a reward. Also, if you stake CAKE, you can get SYRUP as a reward. It is available in platform governance voting, fee collection, and Golden Syrup Lottery functions.  Original Contenthttps://medium.com/d-labofficial/top5-best-defi-coins-ffe33ce4a3e   D.LAB의 모든 포스팅은 투자를 유도하거나 권장하는 것이 아니며 D.lab에 의해 행해진 투자 행위에 대하여 어떠한 책임도 지지 않는 점 참고 부탁드립니다.All information from D.lab does not induce or encourage any cryptocurrency investment, and D.lab does not take any responsibility for the investment activities. [D.LAB Official Websites]Homepage: http://ducato.ioTelegram: https://t.me/D_LABofficialTwitter: https://twitter.com/DLAB_OfficialFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/DLab_official-107039304765733    
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                Recent Trends of NFT vs DeFi

                
                If DeFi (Decentralized Finance) was the biggest issue in the blockchain market late last year, NFT (Non-Fungible Token) is drawing the most attention this year. Let’s find out what peculiarities each of them has. DeFi(Decentralized Finance)Defi means decentralized finance based on blockchain technology and aims to replace the roles of existing financial institutions with cryptocurrency through blockchain to enable all financial transactions such as payments, remittances, deposits, loans, and investments. It refers to receiving a certain amount of loans with cryptocurrency as collateral or providing other collateral and borrowing cryptocurrency. At this point, all financial services do not require intermediaries because they are automatically done through smart contracts. Representative services using DeFi include Decentralized Exchange (DEX, Decentralized Asset Exchange that allows assets to be traded in a P2P manner without a central institution) and Stable Coin (Designed to minimize price volatility, USDT for example). This does not require banks, credit card companies, securities firms, etc., which act as central intermediaries in the financial market, and all financial services are available only with an Internet connection, so it is convenient and time-saving. NFT (Non-Fungible Token)NFT stands for a non-fungible token and is a token representing a crypto asset with sparsity on the blockchain. It is a means of digital tokenizing from existing assets such as artworks, real estate, and games. As it is based on blockchain, information data such as ownership and sales history are stored on the blockchain, so it is impossible to forge because the first issuer can be identified at any time. In other words, NFT is a digital certificate that certifies who owns a particular asset. Anyone can view images of the work online, but only those who purchase it through NFT can claim ownership. With the recent attention of NFT, digital data has been produced and traded actively with NFT, which was previously unexpected. The popular gif image “Nyan Cat” on the internet was traded for a large amount of 600 million won, and Twitter CEO and founder Jack Dorsey’s first tweet in 2006 was traded for more than 3 billion won. Beeple’s “Everydays” image file was sold at auction for 78 billion won. Although the concepts of DeFi and NFT differ, both have something in common that they are based on the Ethereum network. It is also drawing attention as some ideas and examples can be realized by combining the two.  InsuranceDeFi and NFT combine to release insurance products. In the DeFi protocol, insurance can be purchased without KYC by combining NFT and insurance, and insurance certificates can be tokenized directly in the form of NFT to be traded directly on the NFT platform.  Creator EconomyUsing NFT in the DeFi market has the advantage of allowing creators to take full ownership of content creation and distribution. The creativity and execution charging of tokenized digital assets are endless, and it is possible to tokenize various creations such as songs, metaverses, games, and scenarios as well as works of art on DeFi.  CollateralizeNFT artworks can be used for DeFi mortgage lendings. It is easy to trade non-current assets by segmenting and tokenizing expensive artworks. Since existing artworks are already used as collateral, it is feasible to encrypt them and convert them into NFT art. Using NFT tokenization like this, DeFi’s liquidity problem can be solved.  Original Contenthttps://medium.com/d-labofficial/recent-trends-of-nft-vs-defi-119d87e389dd  D.LAB의 모든 포스팅은 투자를 유도하거나 권장하는 것이 아니며 D.lab에 의해 행해진 투자 행위에 대하여 어떠한 책임도 지지 않는 점 참고 부탁드립니다.All information from D.lab does not induce or encourage any cryptocurrency investment, and D.lab does not take any responsibility for the investment activities. [D.LAB Official Websites]Homepage: http://ducato.ioTelegram: https://t.me/D_LABofficialTwitter: https://twitter.com/DLAB_OfficialFacebook: https://www.facebook.com/DLab_official-107039304765733
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